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Summary
The customer experience of SAP® Learning
Hub is the fastest route to solution-specific
success – accelerating onboarding, software
adoption, and proficiency for everyone involved in implementation and deployment.
This comprehensive digital learning platform
offers enterprise-wide, 24x7 access to a
wealth of learning resources for customer
experience products from SAP including
marketing, sales, service, and revenue.

Solution
•• Visual Learning Journey guides with
recommended paths to competency
•• Social, collaborative SAP Learning Rooms
led by SAP experts
•• Unlimited, anytime access to comprehensive
online resources
•• Ten hours on the SAP Live Access portal for
hands-on training*
•• Two exam bookings for online certification in
the cloud

Objectives
•• Accelerate and maintain proficiency in
customer experience
•• Upskill on the continual flow of new features
and functionality
•• Increase adoption and productivity
•• Reduce per-learner training cost
•• Prepare for certification exams

Benefits
•• Accelerate solution-specific proficiency
•• Focus your learning on highly applicable
content
•• Increase adoption, productivity, and talent
development
•• Reduce per-learner cost and time to value
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Learn more
To find out more, please contact your
SAP representative or visit us online.
For organizations with solutions in multiple
categories, we recommend SAP Learning Hub,
professional edition.

*Training systems are not available for all courses.
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SAP Learning Hub, edition for customer experience, is a comprehensive, digital learning
solution that helps novices and professionals
alike become – and stay – proficient.

video tutorials, best practices, blogs, and
study materials for SAP solution certification
exams.

Follow interactive, visual Learning Journey
guides that map recommended paths to
competency in commerce, marketing, sales,
service, and revenue solutions from SAP.
Join social and collaborative SAP Learning
Rooms, led by SAP experts, to exchange
ideas and get advice through live sessions,
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Gain unlimited, 24x7 access to an abundance
of learning resources – video tutorials,
knowledge assessments, delta training, soft
skills e-books, and more. Get hands-on
training on preconfigured software with 10
hours of access to the SAP Live Access portal
and demonstrate your expertise through up to
two in-cloud certification exams. All of this is
included with your subscription to SAP
Learning Hub, edition for customer experience.

Enable ongoing proficiency across all roles and skill levels,
and take the fastest route to success with SAP Learning Hub,
edition for customer experience.
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